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Abstract 
The paper examined current reforms in Teacher Education Programme, 
especially those at the Colleges of Edueafion. The workability or 
otherwise was considered with regards to the various reforms. 
Emphasis was placed on the admission policy which has now made it 
mandatory that all candidates seeking admission into the Colleges of 
Education must do so through the Join Admissions and Matriculation 
Board (JAMB). The new entry qualification aimed at improving the 
quality of would-be teachers was also considered. 
The   paper  concluded   by   pointing   the   way   forward   for  

Teacher • Education Programme and the teaching profession in general. 
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Introduction 
The teacher trainees of today are 

the teachers of tomorrow. The current 
perceived non-chalant attitude and lack of 
confidence of would-be teachers as a result 
of several factors has in recent times come 
under close examination. Gone are the 
days when teachers were highly respected 
and revered by people in the community, 
parents and students. Teachers of today 
seem to be marginalized and looked down 
upon by all including Government, their 
major employer. 

Secondary school leavers of today 
seem not interested in teacher education 
programme and this has brought about a 
drastic decline in the number of candidates 
seeking admission into the Colleges of 
Education and faculties of Education in 

Nigerian Universities. Today, admission 
into teacher education programme seem to 
be a stop-gap or excuse for leaving home 
or serves as a springboard for entry into 
other profession. 

Despite the competitive nature of 
admission into some professions in the 
universities and polytechnics, the various 
Faculties of Education and Colleges of 
Education still find it difficult to fill 
admission quota in the schools. 

This paper is an attempt at 
examining teacher education programmes, 
x-raying reforms in teacher education 
programme, especially, the new admission 
policies. Also, the quality of input that 
now suggests strict adherence to number of 
Credits at O/Level. Attempt was also  
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made to examine the constraints to the 
successful implementation of these reforms 
and the way forward, as can be seen below. 

What is Teacher Education? 
This has been defined by various 

authors to mean, the training and teaching 
skills given to would-be teachers or 
teachers in training for the purpose of 
acquiring effective teaching technicalities. 
According to Ukeje (1984) as cited by 
Ocho (1998) there have been various 
institutions for teacher preparation 
responsible for supplying teachers of 
differing grades to the school system. 

a) Vernacular or Grade IV Teacher: 
This grade was found only in the 
North and comprised two Classes 
'A* and 'B' - the Vernacular 'A' 
Teachers had four years of training 
after the completion of the four-year 
junior primary. The course of 
training include, English Language, 
unlike that of the grade 'B' teachers 
which was a two-year training 
course after the completion of the 
four-year Junior Primary School. 

b) Elementary Grade III Teachers: 
These had two-year training after the 
completion of the full primary 
course. The full primary course was 
generally for eight years. 

c) Higher Elementary or Grade II 
Teachers: 
These are teachers who have 
undergone one of the following 
systems of training; 

i)   a four-year  training    after    the 
completion of a full primary school 

     course; 
 ii)  a two-year training after obtaining 

the grade III certificate,  
iii)  a two-year training after completion 

of a secondary education.  

d) Grade I Teachers: 
The Grade I teachers' certificate is , 
normally awarded to Grade II 
teachers after  f ive years of 
successful teaching in addition to 
reaching a satisfactory standard in a 
special subject course or passing in two 
subjects at the Advanced Level of the 
General Certificate of Education. 

e) The   Nigeria  Certificate      in 
Education (NCE): 
This is awarded at the Colleges of 
Education after a successful 
complet ion of a three-year 
programme. Currently, the NCE is 
the minimum teaching qualification 
for teachers in Nigerian Schools. 

f) The    B.A. (Ed) or   B.Sc   (Ed) 
Programme: 
The programmes offered in the 
Faculties of Universities lead to the 
award of B.A. (Ed) or B.Sc (Ed) 
Degrees. All Universities that offer 
the Bachelor of Education degrees 
also have post-graduate programmes 
in Education leading up to the Ph.D. 
However, a majority of those who 
obtain the Masters and Doctorate 
Degrees  take up teaching  
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appointments in the universities and 
other tertiary institutions. 

Reforms in Teacher Education 
Programme 

A major  reform in teacher  
education programme is the current strict 
adherence to admissipn solely by the Joint 
Admission and Matriculation Board 
(JAMB). The Board has been asked to 
enforce its right as the only body 
empowered by law to grant admission into 
tertiary institutions in Nigeria, (Nwagwu, 
2006). 

This exercise of this right to 
admission has made it impossible for some 
relatively new and unknown schools to 
gasp for breath as very little few or no 
students has chosen them hence, are likely 
to close down. This initiative of seeking 
admission through JAMB will no doubt 
afford the Board the opportunity of 
keeping records of all those in Nigerian 
higher education. 

Another are of reform in the 
teacher education programme is that of 
minimum entry qualification into the 
various teacher education programme. It 
has been said that the quality of education 
cannot be higher than those of the teachers 
in the system. Government and other 
stakeholders knowing this fact has resorted 
to ensuring that there is quality input into 
the system, (Ossai, 2007). 

The entry qualification into the 
educational based courses is being jerked 
up from several passes to at least a 
minimum of five passes, three of which 
has to be at Credit levels in the Colleges of 
Education. The entry into the faculties of 

Education is now made competitive with 
other professional courses in the 
universities. The full implementation of 
this will mean that one who aspires to 
become a teacher will need to possess 
some good measure of O/Level 
qualification apart from the earlier 
mentioned hurdle of the Joint Admissions 
and Matriculation Board (JAMB). 

Teacher Education Programme is 
the only programme in some universities, 
polytechnics and Colleges of Education 
where waiver is given to candidates to 
enable them gain admissions (Ekwevugbe, 
2005). This means that a substantial 
number of input at point of entry is weak 
and not quite qualified compared to those 
in other profession (Okebukola, 2007). No 
wonder therefore, that some students in 
faculties of education find it difficult to 
hold their heads high amongst their pears. 

Will These Reforms Work? 
Teacher Education Programme is 

usually the last resort for candidates 
seeking admission into tertiary educational 
institutions in Nigeria. They believed in 
trying out the examinations for entry into 
the university in more lucrative courses 
and would rather wait till they are sure that 
they have missed admission into any other 
course of study before accepting in their 
words anything else. 

The current admission reform 
policy that requires students to purchase 
JAMB forms and fill in Colleges of 
Education of their choice and then sit for 
entrance examination, though, 
commendable, appears to have put most 
Colleges of Education across the country 
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that usually source and grant admission to 
candidate at their own discretion in 
jeopardy. 

As at today, some Colleges of 
Education that are not popular or are just 
beginning cannot boast of ten (10) 
candidates that have chosen them through 
the current JAMB admission exercise. The 
current reforms have however, brought 
about the streaming system where schools 
are only allowed to fill two stream of 
classes of about sixty students each. This 
according to the authorities is to ensure 
quality of input and qualitative education. 

The pending full professionalization of 
teaching in Nigeria will require that all 
those entering into the teaching profession 
must have a specified and uniform entry 
qualification. We do not desire to have a 
crop of teachers who parade themselves as 
professional without a sound background of 
teaching subjects (Igwebuike & 
Ekwejunor-Etche, 1993). The workability 
of the entry qualification standardization 
rest  squarely with the Teachers 
Registration Council (TRC). The teachers 
in this country have no reason not to 
support the council in ensuring that the full 
profess ion alizati on of teaching is realized, 
knowing that this will help to strengthen 
their profession. 

Way Forward 
One way of making reforms in 

teacher education work is by ensuring that 
there is full implementation of the 
Teachers Salary Structure (TSS). The 
implementation of TSS will move people 
to prepare to do certificate programmes in 
the schools. 
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2) There should be prompt response by 
Government to issues of education 
and  teacher education   in   general 
(Tabotndip, 2007).      It has  been 
observed that teachers suffer massive 
retrenchment   if  any   group    of 
workers are to be retrenched and are 
used as scape-goats when salaries 
are to be delayed for one reason or 
the other. 

3) Another   suggestion  to   successful 
reforms implementation is the strict 
adherence to scrutiny at points of 
entry  into  the    teacher    training 
programmes.   Those who are to be 
teachers should  be  encouraged  to 
ensure that five O/Level Credits are 
acquired just as is the case in other 
lucrative professions like Medicine, 
Law, Engineering and the likes. 
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